Cancer Is the Innate Immunity Fault
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Abstract

While a large portion of cancer immunotherapy’s focus on targeting T cells, there has been a surge of interest in harnessing the relatively underexplored NK system for therapeutic intervention. Unlike adaptive immunity innate one starts working immediately with low number of cells and can become the new generation of cancer prophylactic and ordinary immunotherapy. Innate immunity is locally blocked in the cases of embryo cells and cancer stem cells or metastases due to mechanisms that are triggered in the immune system by these types of cells.

If you can look into the seeds of time, And say which grain will grow and which will not, Than speak to me.

W. Shakespeare

One of the triggers is AFPR that is expressed by embryo cells and re-expressed by the majority of cancer cells. AFPR binds its ligand-AFP loaded with the nutrients. AFP shuttles nutrients from microenvironment to AFPR-positive cells. In addition to embryo and cancer cells the host immune system MDSC are also AFPR-positive. As the top cells in immune hierarchy MDSC are able to suppress both innate and adaptive immunity. Local accumulation of MDSC and AFP provides indulgence to cancer cells. MDSC depletion can awake innate immunity NK and adaptive immunity T-cells to destroy cancer cells. One of the ways to deplete MDSC is AFP-toxin drug. Combined action of innate and adaptive immunity plus targeted chemotherapy all provided by AFP-toxin drug is beneficial for cancer patients.
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Introduction

Dr. Coley boosted the immune system to attack cancer cells by bacteria toxins and some patients with certain types of cancer had shrinkage of the cancer or lived longer than expected [1]. The stimulated human immune system is a whirling tempest of different physiological and biochemical responses. One theory stresses the importance of the fluid-induced fever (innate immunity response) in destroy the cancer cells; another considers the debris-engulfing macrophages (innate immunity cells) to be the main players, while others consider various different cytokines to be important. In any case innate immunity is involved in the anti-cancer reaction induced by Dr. Coley’s toxin. Both innate and adaptive immune cells actively prevent neoplastic development in a process called “cancer immunosurveillance”.

Innate immune cells, including monocytes, macrophages, dendritic cells and NK, mediate immediate, short-lived responses by releasing cytokines that directly lyse tumour cells or capture debris from dead tumour cells. Adaptive immune cells, including T and B cells, mediate long-lived, antigen-specific responses and effective memory. The understanding of how the immune system works has developed a lot since Dr. Coley’s time [2], so current immunotherapy treatments works much better. Today the purified molecules and drugs are used to target definite immune cells to stimulate or de-block the immune system to destroy cancer cells. Modern checkpoint inhibitors or CAR-T cell immunotherapy’s rely on adaptive immunity T-cells [3] while other powerful arm of immune system - innate immunity with its macrophages and NK - is not yet fully utilized in cancer treatments. It could be beneficial for the cancer patients to have immunotherapies that combine both adaptive and innate immunity.

Embryo, cancer, cancer stem cells or metastases all start from the single cell. At the early steps of their proliferation it is innate immunity that can recognize and eliminate them while adaptive immunity needs bigger cells numbers and time to generate specific response. To be effective T-cells immunotherapy needs...
cancer specific and MHC class I antigens while cancer cells can get rid of them [4,5]. On the other hand, innate immunity NK does not need neither specific antigens no MHC class I antigens to destroy the cell [6]. Due to cancer cells intervention at high immune regulatory level both innate and adaptive immunity does not work in metastases. One of the immune modulation tools is AFPR that is expressed by embryo cells and re-expressed by majority of cancer cells [7,8]. AFPR is much more universal tumor marker than its ligand - AFP [9] that is why we can assume that AFPR-positive cancer cells that do not produce AFP themselves have to utilize the host one generated during regeneration and hematopoiensis.

AFP naturally loaded with essential nutrient polyunsaturated fatty acids stimulates embryo cells proliferation and simultaneously prevents the rejection of an embryo by the maternal immune system by MDSC activation [10,11]. AFPR specifically absorbs AFP loaded with nutrients and AFP-AFPR shuttle delivery system helps cancer cells and MDSC to proliferate. AFPR-positive MDSC is one of the minor immune cells subpopulation [12-14]. Being fed with AFP-nutrient complexes MDSC enhances its suppressive activity. As the hierarchy top immune cells MDSC suppresses both innate and adaptive immunity [15-17]. MDSC activity or damage has a huge effect on subordinate regulatory immune cells and directly on NK and T-cells. MDSC migrate from the bone marrow to problem places (injury, inflammation, regeneration, cancer, etc.) and suppress immune system in a complex way, including innate immunity NK in particular [6,18]. Accumulation of MDSC and AFP (native or cancer cells-origin) in cancer cells microenvironment makes immune system tolerable to cancer. That is why MDSC is a perfect target for immunotherapy [19,20] and AFP-AFPR delivery system utilization by cancer cells is its "Achilles heel" [21]. MDSC depletion breaks immune tolerance to cancer and became a new generation of immunotherapy that unleashes combined T-cells and NK attack to cancer cells.

Unlike chemotherapy MDSC-immunotherapy does not need high toxin doses to reach 100% cells to be destroyed thus avoiding chemotherapy bystander toxicity. For example, 5FU was shown to deplete MDSC in lower doses than it was used as chemotherapy [22]. Another example: the antitumor effects of paclitaxel are generally attributed to the suppression of microtubule dynamics resulting in defects in cell division. Recent data demonstrated that in ultralow non-cytotoxic concentrations, paclitaxel significantly decreased accumulation and immunosuppressive activities of tumor-infiltrating MDSC without alterations of the bone marrow hematopoiesis. The production of mediators of chronic inflammation in the tumor milieu also was diminished.

The ability of paclitaxel in a non-cytotoxic dose to block the immunosuppressive potential of MDSC in vivo represents a new therapeutic strategy to down regulate immunosuppressant and chronic inflammation in the tumor microenvironment for enhancing the efficacy of concomitant anticancer therapies [23]. Moreover, paclitaxel targeted delivery to MDSC can be provided by AFP, and AFP-paclitaxel complex significantly reduced tumor growth and improved mice survival rates [24]. Even a fraction of inactivated MDSC unleashes NK and T-cells that are capable to destroy 100% of cancer cells. MDSC-targeted immunotherapy needs lower drug doses compared to T-cells immunotherapy because T-cells are only one arm of many MDSC subordinates. Several agents were already used to specifically deplete MDSC [25-28]. These agents are in need as they can overcome in efficacy other anti-cancer immunotherapies or can be combined with them [29-31]. Vaccination with AFP, AFPR and their complexes can rise immune response to AFPR-positive MDSC and consequently to cancer cells [32].

We have demonstrated that MDSC has AFPR and can be depleted by AFP-toxin drug [33]. The discovery represents a breakthrough in the ability to understand the immune system and to use it in the fight against cancer and gives a new tool to increase immune response against cancer. It also retrospectively explains our previous results in metastases treatments with AFP-toxin drugs [34, 35]. These good results assumed to be due to a summary action of the targeted chemotherapy and MDSC-immunotherapy [36].

**Conclusion**

Innate immunity play critical role in the early recognition and elimination of invaders and it can be utilized for cancer cells destroy. Cancer is not eliminated at cancer stem cells and metastases stage due to the innate immunity fault. Unlike adaptive immunity T-cells innate immunity NK are able to solve nowadays-main oncology problem - destroy cancer stem cells and metastases [37,38]. Unfortunately, NK stay in a "split energy" state [39] due to MDSC activity. MDSC depletion can reverse immune tolerance to cancer. Manipulation of MDSC pathway represents a new targeting strategy to promote immune-cell rejection of cancer. MDSC-targeted immunotherapy alters the overall immune response and has advantage over checkpoint inhibitors as it activates not only adaptive immunity T-cells but innate immunity NK too. Combined T-cells and NK immunotherapy is more powerful than T-cells immunotherapy alone. MDSC-targeted immunotherapy can be done with different agents. In our research we have used AFP-toxin non-covalent complexes that luckily combines cancer cells-targeted chemotherapy with MDSC-targeted immunotherapy and have shown good results in patients with metastases.
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